Citation Style Guides

These are some of the most common citation styles.

Make sure you are using the format the School requires.

**CSE** (Biology and other sciences, including environmental science and engineering)

- [Documenting Sources: CSE Style](#) (Diana Hacker) Includes links to sample pages from a CSE research paper.

**CBE 1994/CSE 2006** (Council of Science Editors)

- [NMSU Library CBE Examples](#) (13 pages, printable)
- [Bedford St. Martin's: Using CBE Style to Cite and Document Sources](#)

**Style Guide Website at Willamette University** An excellent reference source.

**General Guides**

- [Duke Library Citation Guide](#)

---

**Automated Citation Managers**— enter the information and these will put it in the right form.

- [EasyBib](#) (MLA Style)
- [KnightCite](#) (MLA, APA, Chicago, provided by Calvin College)

**MLA** (Usually for the humanities)

- [NMSU Library MLA Citation Style Tip Sheet](#) Four pages, printable.
- [Bedford/St. Martins: Using MLA Style to Cite and Document Sources](#) Particularly good for electronic.
The School strongly encourages all prospective applicants to contact faculty members regarding potential research interests and possible mentorship as early as possible prior to and during the application process. This early dialog is highly advantageous in both the application process and the student’s subsequent academic progress and development, if admitted to the program.